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Abstract— This paper gives an overview of recent 

researches on automatic headlight system for vehicles. 

Number of automobiles have increased rapidly in these days 

due to advances in automobile production and increased rate 

of population. As a result of which there is increased 

accident count. The highest fatal traffic accident rate occurs 

due to glare of incoming vehicle headlight and improper 

visibility on curved roads at nighttime. Due to this constrain, 

a need to understand an alternative technology solution. The 

aim is to improve visibility for driver and so achieve a 

significant increase in safety and driving comfort. 
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I. LITERATURE SURVEY 

1) “Automatic Headlight Dimmer a Prototype for 

Vehicles” [1] explained about glare during driving at 

night is a serious problem for drivers. This causes a 

temporary blindness called the Troxler effect. This 

system gives the design and development of a prototype 

circuit called the automatic headlight dimmer for 

vehicles. It gives the driver to use high beam light when 

required. But it automatically switches the headlight to 

low beam when it senses light of incoming vehicle from 

the opposite side. 

2) “Adaptive Headlight System For Accident Prevention” 

[2] described that Automobiles have headlights that 

lights up the road in front of the vehicle and fails to 

provide illumination at bends. Reasons like lack of 

visibility, inability to view objects at the corner of a 

turn have plagued automobile drivers during late night 

travel. To overcome these situations, several 

mechanisms have been sought after to mitigate once an 

accident occurs but there were not much solutions 

proposed to prevent an accident even before it occurs. 

The main reason for accidents in roads having steep 

turns and curved roads in hilly areas is due to the 

presence of blind spots. Blind spots are the areas around 

the vehicle that cannot be directly observed by the 

driver. These areas cannot be seen directly by looking 

forward or by looking through either of the side mirrors. 

Blind spots may occur due to inappropriate positioning 

of the vehicles’ side mirrors, thickness of the Apillar, 

height and width of the vehicle, etc. Therefore the main 

purpose of this system is to present a cost effective 

technique to illuminate blind spots while driving in the 

night and during the times when the visibility becomes 

low so as to make the objects visible in those darkened 

locations and thereby prevent accidents. 

3) “Nighttime Vehicle Light Detection on a Moving 

Vehicle using Image Segmentation and Analysis 

Techniques” [3] gives very effective vehicle detection 

method for detecting vehicles coming on front side at 

night time in the high way. Here vehicles are detected 

by locating headlights of incoming vehicles. For 

detecting headlights of vehicle properly automatic 

multilevel threasholding is used. The proposed system 

gives the robustness and flexibility for the system to 

work.  

4) “Development of Adaptive Headlamp Systems” [4] 

described that the design for moving the headlamps of 

vehicles according to steering. The system is very 

simple and also it is not very expensive.it uses the 

components which are easily available in market. It 

uses potentiometer as a sensor corresponding with 

steering. Thus position of steering is detected and 

according to that headlamps are moved. System uses 

servo motor for moving of headlamps. This result in 

there is suitable light beam with proper visibility at the 

curved roads. This will lead to better illumination and 

safety at the curved roads. 

5) “Development of an Adaptive Front Light Systems” [5] 

described the system which works as there is automatic 

horizontal movement of headlamps for illuminating 

road properly. It uses the camera as sensor. Here 

camera is used for capturing the images of road and 

according to that captured image, controller take 

decision about moving headlamps. Thus road is 

illuminated properly at night time driving. In this 

system at first image of road in front of vehicle is 

captured by camera. Then there is image recognition 

and processing is applied on that captured image and 

these details are sent to the controller unit. After that 

algorithm process is done by microcontroller. Then 

processed information is given to drive motors for 

horizontal movement of headlamps at required angle.   

6) “Study On Visibility And Discomfort Glare Of 

Adaptive Front Lighting System (AFS)” [6] explained 

that this system helps for improving visibility at night 

time for driver depending on driving conditions. It is 

done accordance with optical axis of headlamps in 

coordination with steering position vehicle. It also 

stated that when motorcycle is driven on curved road at 

night time there is inclination of headlamps accordance 

with body of motorcycle and area of illumination going 

to limited.  

7) “Adaptive Headlight System” [7] discussed about 

automatically operating the headlamps beam of the 

vehicle to illuminate the road ahead without causing 

any discomfort to other drivers. In this paper, the 

proposed system focuses uses camera which enhances 

driving safety at night time. When a vehicle is coming 

near to a curved road, the camera captures the condition 

of the road ahead. Image recognition and processing is 

done on the captured road image and details of the road 

curvature are obtained. Then algorithm processing is 

done. The processed information is sent to drive the 

motors to control headlight at required angle. 

8) “Rotatable vehicle headlights” [8] explained that this 

work related with vehicle headlamps that rotates the 
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beam of headlamp of vehicle with the position of the 

vehicle’s steering wheel. When a vehicle is travelling 

on curved road or turning a corner, the light beam of a 

fixed headlight does not illuminate the region in proper 

way. That is it cannot illuminate the actual way. This 

types of headlights illuminates the way tangentially.  

Therefore this work helps for overcome such problem 

of improper visibility on curved road in night time 

driving. Thus there is a safety for night time driving. 

9) “Adaptive Front Light Control System for Every 

Vehicle” [9] described that mostly vehicle accidents 

takes place the road  at night at the curved road curve 

roads and brightness of light because of glare caused 

from the headlights of incoming vehicles. Driving in 

night time by using conventional headlamps is not 

safety. Because these existing headlight system does not 

illuminate actual road in the right direction and at the 

precise angle at curved road. Therefore there is a 

requirement of alternative technology solution. 

Adaptive front lighting systems provides proper 

visibility for driver at curved road and also provide 

solution from direct glare of headlight of incoming 

vehicle from front side during night time driving. In this 

way there is enhancement in achieving the safety drive 

at night time. 

10) “Vision-based Vehicle Forward Collision Warning 

System Using Optical Flow Algorithm” [10] stated that 

a vision optical based vehicle forward collision warning 

system for avoiding vehicle accidents on the highway.  

In the system driver recorder takes image sequences of 

front of a vehicle. The driver recorder is mounted in the 

front wind- screen which captures images. The 

judgment of vehicle is carried out using computer 

vision techniques, including optical algorithm and time-

to-contact (TTC) concept. Also the system can actively 

warn the front vehicle of the rear vehicle approaching 

through dedicated short range communications (DSRC). 

Experimental results show that the proposed system can 

alert drivers before collision, and therefore increase the 

highway safety. 

11) “Nighttime Vehicle Lamp Detection and Tracking with 

Adaptive Mask Training” [11] explained the importance 

about detection of vehicle at night time for traffic flow 

control by supervising the number of vehicles. This 

system uses the mechanism of accurate vehicle 

counting by analyzing the image of road. At first 

process of filter out reflections and segmentation of 

headlights and lamp pairing and mask training is done. 

This work gives the robust and effective system for 

vehicle detection at night time.   

12) “Steering Wheel Based Adaptive Headlight Controller 

with Symmetric Angle Sensor Compensator for 

Functional Safety Requirement” [12] described that 

Steering angle-based adaptive headlight controller 

system. This work proposes the adaptive front lighting 

system by providing optimized visibility at night time 

driving. There is the body control module which 

provides the vehicle information for controller. Body 

control module consists of vehicle speed sensor and 

steering angle sensor. Controller receives the all 

information and according to that controls the 

headlamps in required angle.   

13) “Design and Implementation of Intelligent Headlamps 

Control System Based On CAN Bus” [13]. In this 

system control system is used for controlling the 

headlights in horizontal and vertical direction. Data 

transmission is takes place through CAN bus. Here 

CAN bus is used as data transmission channel. Also this 

system ensures that it can give proper visibility to driver 

and also illuminates the actual way by adjusting 

headlamps of vehicle in horizontal and vertical 

direction. This system helps for enhancing the 

intelligent degree of the headlights and the safety of the 

automobile at night. 

14) “Universal Adaptive Headlight System” [14]. Universal 

Automatic Headlight System is the reliable and cheap 

adaptive headlight system for controlling illumination 

of headlight for safety. System works such as there is 

control of beam angle with respect to status of steering 

wheel. For operating LSD’s there is used relay circuit 

which helps for glowing LED in 10,20 and 30 deg. In 

this system LEDs are used because there is low power 

consumption takes place and gives high output 

characteristic. Also this system can be easily mounted 

on bumper of any vehicle.     

15) “Design and Fabrication of a Steering Controlled 

Headlights in Automobile” [15] explained about 

arrangement of such assembly which is steering 

controlled head light system for Car safety. The system 

concerned with headlight assembly is connected with 

steering and front wheel arrangement of vehicle. Here 

result states that when driver rotates the steering at right 

side then according to that, headlights also tilts at right 

side through that angle. Thus there is proper 

illumination at curved road in night time driving. 

16) “Real time On-Road Vehicle Detection with Optical 

Flows and Haar-like feature detectors” [16] explained 

that, there is requirement for vehicles of on-road vehicle 

detection algorithms. There are mainly two types of 

cars on the road, that is travelling in opposite direction 

and also travelling in the same direction. There are 

some vehicle detecting systems which uses the optical 

flow feature for detecting the cars on the road. The Haar 

like detector detects the traffic going in same direction. 

This system detects vehicles with high accuracy and 

real time for 11 frames/sec. 

17) “Automotive Adaptive Front-lighting System Reference 

Design” [17] described that The Adaptive Front-

lighting System (AFS) is active safety system for cars 

which helps for providing an optimized visibility to the 

driver during night time driving at the curved road and 

other blind spots of the road by adjusting the headlight 

angle and intensity. Also it controls the speed of the car, 

and the position of steering wheel of the car. That 

article described those functions of the reference design, 

and the implementation. It also helps for manipulating 

the demonstration of the reference design. 

18) “Behavioral Adaptation to Adaptive Front Lighting 

Systems (AFS)” [18] described that The Adaptive Front 

Lighting System is a system which regulates 

automatically the light distribution of a vehicle. AFS is 
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a system which is maintaining a presumptively desired 

light distribution according to the road environment.   

There are algorithms are developed for different driving 

conditions, such as city driving, rural driving, motorway 

driving and adverse weather conditions. The systems 

have taken different tests by way of input from in-

vehicle parameters like speed, steering wheel angle. 

19) “An Automated Nighttime Vehicle Counting and 

Detection System for Traffic Surveillance” [19] 

proposed a system which gives an effective traffic 

surveillance system. That system detects the moving 

vehicles in different night time environment. And those 

steps are headlight segmentation and detection, 

headlight pairing, vehicle tracking, and vehicle counting 

and detection. Thus by using above steps system can 

effectively detect moving vehicles.  This proposed work 

the real time information to traffic surveillance. 

20) “Modeling and Simulation on Adaptive Front Lighting 

System for vehicle based on camera” [20], gives an 

adaptive front lighting system. It explained that most of 

accidents take place at night time because of improper 

headlamps. This proposed system is adaptive front 

lighting system provides flexible headlamps. This 

system uses camera for taking images of curved road 

and also uses ultrasonic distance sensor. There 

MATLAB is used for processing on captured image. 

This system is useful for illuminating curved road and 

also avoids blind spot at curved road. Thus this work 

helps for avoiding accidents at night time and provides 

safety driver.  

II. CONCLUSION 

This paper has discussed the reasons of accidents during 

night time. Also explains vehicles with and without adaptive 

headlight system. Also it has discussed the difference in 

conventional headlamp system, existing headlight and 

proposed front light system.  In order to enhance night time 

driving safety, this paper work aims to project the headlamp 

lights  with automatically adjusting low beam and high 

beam of front light and also at curved road changing 

position of front light in accordance with steering action. 

The hope is that with this headlight system vehicle in the 

future will be even more efficient & safe for drivers. 
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